
The Virtual Poster Symposium
Transforming the In-Person student 
experience to the Online Classroom
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SCHOOL OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

Objectives
• Describe what a virtual poster assignment is 

and how two online classes in SENR 
implemented it

• Identify the successes and challenges of virtual 
poster assignments
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SCHOOL OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

What is a virtual poster?
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Universal Benefits
• Course Learning Objectives

• i.e. of a course learning objective that 

supports

• Universal Design
• flexibility in learning environment, poster 

topic, and final expression

• Authentic Learning
• real-world problems, open inquiry, social 

learning, student-directed learning

• Development of Soft Skills
• information literacy, writing, oral 

communication, technology and software

Online
• Temporal Flexibility 

• asynchronous delivery and 
interaction

• Affordability
• no need to print $30+ poster per 

student

• Resource Conservation
• no ink or paper needed

• Fosters Meaningful Interaction 
• in the online classroom: a difficult 

task

SCHOOL OF ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES

WHY WE DO THIS - BENEFITS OF THE POSTER ASSIGNMENT
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How can we provide a similar course experience to all of our students?
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ENR 2100
Introduction to Environmental 
Science
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What is ENR 2100?

Large introductory course offered AU, SU, 
SP semesters (Columbus, Marion, 
Mansfield campuses)

3-credit hour General Education Course 
that fulfills the Natural Science, 
Biological Sciences category

Spring involves a scientific poster 
project that spans the semester, broken 
up into 4 incremental assignments
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ENR 2100 Student 
Poster Symposiums

The Environmental Science 
Student Poster Symposium 
began in the Ohio Union for 
students in ENR 2100 to 
present their semester 
poster projects.

2012

As the online section of ENR 
2100 grew, we wanted to provide 
these students with the same 
educational experience as the 
face to face students. In order to 
enhance active learning in the 
course, a Virtual Poster 
Symposium was established. 

2017

A Virtual Student 
Poster Symposium 
was created for the 
SP17 online ENR 
2100 course through 
the use of a 
CarmenCanvas 
discussion board.
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ENR 2100 Virtual Posters

Students generate a Poster 
Final Draft based on first 
draft edits in a PDF form

Students record a 2-4 
minute audio/video poster 
presentation using a 
guided prompt 

ASSIGNMENT OUTLINE
1. Obtain source information regarding environmental topic of students’ choosing

2. Formulate scientific poster surrounding environmental science topic

3. Submit finalized poster and recorded poster media presentation to online “Symposium”

4. View students posters and interact with peers in discussion board comments 

5. Receive peer feedback via a peer review assignment 
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The Virtual Poster Symposium 
was set up through the use of a 
discussion board and the class 
was divided into 19 groups of 
approximately 30 students.

Instructions were included within 
the discussion board itself, as 
well as, within a Canvas page 
that served as a “guide” for 
submissions. 

Students submitted both their 
poster and presentation within a 
single post reply to the main 
prompt. They were encouraged 
to use Carmen’s media recorder.

Virtual Poster Symposium
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Student Submission Example

This student used 
Carmen’s embedded 
media recorder to 
record her audio for the 
post. 

Student comments within 
the discussion board were 
encouraged and a guide 
was provided via a Carmen 
page regarding submission, 
recording, commenting, and 
completing peer reviews. 
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ENR 2100 Virtual Poster Symposium Design

Logistics

• 19 groups are created 
in CarmenCanvas (one 
per TA)

• Approx. 30 students per 
group

• Each student submits 1 
single post containing
poster + audio/video 
presentation

Communication

• Students can view, like, 
comment on posters in 
their group’s discussion 
board

• Students complete peer 
reviews on 3 posters 
individually assigned to 
them based on their 
“symposium” submission

Assessment

Emphasis put on; 
• Student completion of 

audio/video presentation 
(students encouraged to 
use Carmen’s embedded 
media recorder)

• Student completion of 
detailed, thoughtful peer 
reviews
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View the Environmental 
Science Student 
Symposium website!

http://u.osu.edu/environmental
sciencesymposium/

The website now features the 
Virtual Symposium and 
contains more examples of 
student posters and 
presentations from the first 
annual virtual symposium in 
Spring 2017.
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ENR 3300
Introduction to Forestry, Fisheries, 
and Wildlife
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What is ENR 3300?
Ecological principles applied to 
integrated management of forest, 
fish, and wildlife resources

Core course for majors; open to 
non-majors

• Prereq = ENR 2100

Primary instructor + support

In class offered AU and SP
• Class size = 60 - 80

Online offered SP and SU
• Class size = 25 - 50
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Virtual Poster – Assignment Overview
Goal

Answer the following 3 prompts about an assigned topic (in poster format)
1. Introduce the problem
2. Summarize the previous and current management efforts centered 

on the issue
3. Provide recommendations and future directions
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Virtual Poster – Assignment Overview
STEP 1

Students are randomly grouped across 4 
topics

• Topics integrate concepts from the 
course

• Management of harvested and 
exploited species

• Management of invasive 
species

• Great Lakes ecosystem only
• Narrowing the topic is 

intentional, for grading and for 
expertise

How?
• Canvas’ Groups – random sorting

• Randomly assigns students 
across a chosen number of 
groups

• These groups then have their 
own dashboard from which to 
communicate
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Virtual Poster – Assignment Overview
STEP 2

Students submit an annotated bibliography via Canvas’ Turnitin
• First cut at “primary literature”

• 5 sources, each with 1-2 sentence summary of the work and 1 
sentence relating to poster relevance

• Instructional staff provides multiple resources for source identification
• Nice way to bring in subject librarians and online search practice

Feedback is offered on the following:
• Quality of sources
• Correct formatting
• Appropriate depth on topic

How?
• Turnitin’s review software 

(similar to Word)
• Rubric uploaded here as well 

(or in SpeedGrader) 
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Virtual Poster – Assignment Overview
STEP 3

Students are put into focus groups
• 1 student from each topic area
• Each student serves as an 

“expert” in their topic
• Allows students to become an 

expert in one area while learning 
about the 3 other topics

How?
• Canvas’ Groups – manual sorting

• Offers private discussion 
board, file storage, and 
conferences

• **This is where they share 
their presentations (more to 
come)
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Virtual Poster – Assignment Overview
STEP 4

Students submit a professional poster and a 
2-3 minute recorded presentation for peer 
review

• Instructional staff provides a poster 
template AND video demonstration

• Peers provide similarities and 
differences with their poster 
(content, not look)

• We require particular recording 
capabilities in the syllabus

How?
• Carmen audio/video recording and 

file upload
• Focus group discussion board
• Peer review is NOT done using 

Carmen’s Peer Review function
• Students just comment using 

the discussion board
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Virtual Poster – Challenges
What challenges needed to be 
overcome?

Peer review process
• CarmenCanvas offers a “Peer 

Review” option on assignments
• Does NOT function well for this 

assignment

CarmenCanvas learning curve
• Powerful tool, multiple intricacies
• One semester experience smooths 

out the “bumps”

Assignment instructions
• ENR 2100 staff has conquered this 

learning curve; ENR 3300 has not
• Clear, detailed instructions are key
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How to overcome the challenge? 
Manual Peer Reviews

The last portion of the poster assignment involved student peer 
reviews. The peer reviews assignment has been developed 
over time and includes:

Comparing ENR 
2100’s Poster 
Symposiums, the 
online section of the 
course has shown 
more thorough, 
detailed, and 
constructive peer 
reviews, as well as, 
more detailed 
presentations through 
the use of media tools. 

• Establishing peer 
review design in 
Carmen (discussion 
boards vs. peer 
review function)

• Designing a prompt 
to elicit detailed 
reviews
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Virtual Poster – Areas for Growth/Opportunity
What areas for growth exist with this approach?

Optional in-person opportunity
• Offer students an in person symposium at the university 

• Example: connect with the in class symposium
• Face-to-face meeting with other students

Synchronous presentations
• Mimics the real thing
• Allows for real-time questions and answers
• Meaningful student-student interaction

Media recorder practice
• Currently the poster presentation is their first use of the tool
• Offer a pre-check to overcome any obstacles
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Thank you!
Questions?


